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Abstract
Detection threshold for an orientation-texture-defined (OTD) test grating was elevated after adapting to an OTD grating of
high orientation contrast. Threshold elevation was greatest for a test grating parallel to the adapting grating, and fell to zero for
a test grating perpendicular to the adapting grating. We conclude that the human visual system contains an orientation-tuned
neural mechanism sensitive to OTD form, and propose a model for this mechanism. We further propose that orientation
discrimination for OTD bars and gratings is determined by the relative activity of these filters for OTD form. © 1998 Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Orientation discrimination thresholds for a bright
line or luminance-defined (LD) grating of high contrast
range from 0.15 to 0.8° [1–6]. These low discrimination
thresholds present a challenge for theorists when set
against the considerably greater orientation tuning
bandwidths of spatial filters sensitive to LD form [7–
12]. A proposed explanation for this discrepancy is that
orientation discrimination threshold is determined by
the slope rather than the bandwidth of the neural
orientation tuning function. This proposal has been
framed in both opponent-process [6,13,14] and line-ele-
ment formats [15,16], and owes its rationale to the
classical theory of colour vision [17].
Spatial form can be rendered visible, not only by
luminance contrast, but also by texture contrast [18]
and [19]. Orientation discrimination threshold for an
orientation-texture-defined (OTD) bar falls within the
range of lowest reported thresholds for LD targets. In
particular, discrimination threshold for a 51.4° OTD
bar was 0.6° compared with a threshold of 0.4° for the
same observers when tested with an LD bar [20]. The
following hypotheses were proposed by analogy with
previous discussions of orientation discrimination for
LD targets: (a) the human visual system contains orien-
tation-tuned filters sensitive to OTD form; (b) the rela-
tive activity among a population of such filters that
prefer different orientations determines orientation dis-
crimination threshold for an OTD bar [20].
In the present study we used a variant of the classical
method of selective adaptation [21] to document evi-
dence that the human visual system contains filters
tuned to the orientation of OTD form.
2. General methods
2.1. Apparatus
Texture patterns consisting of short lines1 were dis-
played on an electrostatically-driven monitor (Tek-
tronix model 608 with P31 phosphor). The x- and
y-axes of the monitor were controlled by two 16-bit
1 Our reasons for choosing orientation texture rather than any of
the many other kinds of texture was based on Nothdurft’s [35–38]
comparisons of texture segregation produced by differences in the
densities of the following candidate textons: orientations; blob size;
line intersection; line ends. He concluded that only in the case of the
line orientation texton was texture segregation based on the candidate
texton.
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digital to analog converters (Cambridge Research Sys-
tems model D3000) that allowed 6553665536 screen
locations to be addressed.
The following procedure was designed to ensure that
no two lines overlapped. The 6553665536 screen
locations were divided into a disc-shaped array of imag-
inary square cells that subtended 12.5° at the viewing
distance of 46 cm. There were 48 cells across the
diameter of the disc, each of which subtended 0.26°. A
line defined by five dots was drawn inside each cell, and
the location of each line was randomly displaced from
the centre of the cell by a distance9dV vertically
and9dH horizontally. Line length was set at 0.5 times
the side length of a cell (i.e. 0.13°) and the magnitudes
of dV and dH could take any value between zero and 0.3
times the side length of a cell (i.e. 0.087°). This was the
largest amplitude of spatial jitter that could be achieved
without any overlap or abutting of texture lines. Posi-
tive and negative values of dV and dH were chosen
randomly. The magnitudes of dV and dH were deter-
mined by different random functions. A small black dot
at the centre of the texture pattern served as a fixation
mark. Viewing was binocular.
Orientation-defined (OTD) gratings were created by
imposing a sinusoidal modulation of line orientation
across the display. The orientation contrast of the
grating (b) was given by the equation buMAX–uMIN,
where uMAX and uMIN were respectively, the maximum
and minimum values of u for the texture lines within
the grating pattern. (In what follows we label vertical as
0° and angles clockwise of vertical are taken as positive
while angles anticlockwise of vertical are taken as nega-
tive). The mean orientation of the texture lines (0.5
(uMAX–uMIN)) was independent of the orientation of
the grating.
2.2. Obser6ers
In total four observers were used. Observer one
(author LK) was female aged 25 years. Observer two
was female aged 22 years. Observer three was male
aged 22 years. Observer four was female aged 20 years.
Author D.R. carried out preliminary observations. Ob-
servers two to four were naive as to the aims of the
experiment, and were paid for their participation.
3. Experiment 1
3.1. Purpose
The purpose of Experiment 1 was to find how the
postadaptation threshold elevation for an OTD test
grating depends on the orientation of the test grating.
3.2. Method
3.2.1. Test and reference patterns
For each test grating orientation there were four
values of bTEST. The largest value of bTEST was selected
to give 100% correct responses to ensure that the
observer did not lose heart. The other values were
chosen to give a response accuracy near 80% correct on
the grounds of efficiency [22]. In any given run between
three and five test grating orientations were interleaved.
Texture lines in the reference stimulus all had the same
orientation.
3.2.2. Adapting patterns
In total two adapting patterns were used. One was an
OTD grating; the other was used to measure baseline
thresholds. The adapting grating had the highest possi-
ble orientation contrast of 90° (Fig. 1A). In total there
were eight possible spatial phases of the adapting grat-
ing, spaced at uniform intervals from 0 to 360°. During
the adaptation and ‘refresh adaptation’ periods, the
phase of the adapting grating changed abruptly every
0.5 s to a different value selected randomly from seven
possibilities.
Fig. 1. Photographs of texture patterns. (A) Vertical orientation-tex-
ture-defined (OTD) grating with maximum possible orientation con-
trast (90°) and mean line orientation 0°. (B) Scatter pattern matched
to the grating shown in panel A. Each line in the scatter pattern
corresponds to a line in the grating, and vice versa, but the lines are
ordered in the grating and randomly-placed in the scatter pattern. (C)
Mean line orientation 90°, orientation contrast 60°. (D) Mean line
orientation 45°, orientation contrast 60°. Angles clockwise of vertical
are taken as positive and angles anticlockwise of vertical are taken as
negative.
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Baselines were measured by replacing the adapting
grating with a scatter pattern matched to the particular
adapting grating. Fig. 1B shows a scatter pattern
matched to the grating shown in Fig. 1A. The scatter
pattern in Fig. 1B contains every one of the lines in the
Fig. 1A grating. The only difference between Fig. 1A
and B is that the individual lines were scattered ran-
domly within the pattern in Fig. 1B rather than being
ordered as in Fig. 1A. For each adapting grating there
were eight different scatter patterns. During the adapt-
ing and refresh periods the scatter pattern changed
abruptly every 0.5 s to a random selection of one of the
other seven patterns.
3.2.3. Rationale
The only difference between the adapting grating and
the scatter pattern was the ordered versus random
spatial arrangement of the texture lines. Therefore, any
difference in the grating detection thresholds measured
after adapting to the two patterns can be attributed to
the ordered versus random arrangement of the texture
lines, i.e. to the presence of the OTD grating. Because
both grating and scatter patterns were changed every
0.5 s, local adaptation caused by the texture lines
themselves would, on average, be the same in both
conditions.
3.2.4. Procedure
An 8 min adaptation period preceded the first trial.
Each trial consisted of the following sequence: a blank
interval, a presentation, a blank interval, a presenta-
tion, and a blank interval; all five intervals had a
duration of 0.2 s. Before the next trial there was an 8 s
‘refresh adaptation’ interval, and an 8 s ‘refresh adapta-
tion’ interval separated all subsequent trials. During
each trial a test and a reference presentation were
presented in random order, and the observer was in-
structed to signal which presentation contained a grat-
ing. Observers were required to respond during the 8 s
‘refresh adaptation’ intervals.
3.2.5. Analysis of data
The percentage of ‘grating in the second presenta-
tion’ responses was plotted as ordinate versus the dif-
ference in orientation contrast between the first and
second presentation so as to give a 0–100% response
plot rather than the 0–50% plot that results when
percent correct responses are plotted as ordinate [23]. A
cumulative normal distribution was fitted to the result-
ing psychometric function, and grating detection
threshold was estimated by probit analysis [24]. Detec-
tion threshold was defined as follows: bTH0.5
((bTEST)75–(bTEST)25), where bTH was grating detection
threshold, and (bTEST)75 and (bTEST)25 were the values
of bTEST corresponding to the 75 and 25% points on the
psychometric function. Postadaptation threshold eleva-
tion (TE) was defined as follows:
Fig. 2. Grating detection threshold elevations produced by adapting
to an orientation-texture-defined (OTD) grating were plotted versus
the orientation of the test OTD grating. Arrows indicate the orienta-
tion of the adapting grating. (A) (B) observer one. (C) Observer two.
Vertical bars indicate91 S.E.
TE ((bTH)A:(bTH)B)–1 (1)
where (bTH)A and (bTH)B were respectively, the orienta-
tion contrast at grating detection threshold in the
adapted and baseline conditions. Each data point in
Fig. 2A–C is based on the results of 5–20 experimental
runs after adapting to an OTD grating and 5–20
experimental runs after adapting to a scatter pattern.
Each run lasted about 26–38 min. Each data point in
Fig. 2A–C was based on 400–2400 repeats, i.e. each
point was based on 1.5–9.0 h observations.
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3.2.6. Obser6ers
Observers one and two participated in Experiment 1.
3.3. Results
Fig. 2A–C shows plots of postadaptation threshold
elevation versus the orientation of the test grating. In
each case, the orientation of the adapting grating is
arrowed. In all cases, threshold elevation was largest
for a test grating parallel to the adapting grating.
Threshold elevations for test gratings parallel to the
adapting grating were considerably and significantly
higher than threshold elevations for test gratings per-
pendicular to the adapting gratings. In every experi-
mental condition, threshold elevation for a test grating
perpendicular to the adapting grating was not signifi-
cantly different from zero.
3.4. Discussion
Adapting to an OTD grating produces an orienta-
tion-tuned threshold elevation for detecting subse-
quently-presented OTD test gratings. We conclude that
the human visual system contains orientation-tuned
filters sensitive to OTD form.2 We have no evidence
that adapting to an OTD grating reduces detection
threshold for a test grating perpendicular to the adapt-
ing grating.
4. Experiment 2
4.1. Purpose
The purpose of Experiment 2 was to investigate the
properties of the proposed orientation-tuned filters for
OTD form. In particular the aim was to find out how
the sensitivity of the filter that responded most strongly
to an OTD grating depended on (a) the orientation of
the grating, and (b) the relations between the orienta-
tion of the grating and the mean orientation of the
texture lines.
4.2. Method
4.2.1. Test gratings
The appearance of some of the test gratings is illus-
trated in Fig. 1A, C, D, where the OTD gratings are all
vertical, but in Fig. 1A the mean line orientation is
horizontal (and orientation contrast is 90°), while in
Fig. 1C, D the mean line orientations are respectively,
vertical and 45° (and orientation contrast has been
reduced to 60°).
4.2.2. Procedure and analysis of data
In any given run the test stimuli were OTD gratings
of fixed grating orientation and fixed mean line orienta-
tion. Other than that, the procedure was the same as in
Experiment 1 except that the adaptation and refresh
adaptation intervals were omitted. Grating detection
threshold was measured for four different grating orien-
tations (0, 45, 90 and 135°) while the mean orientation
of the texture lines was held constant at 0°. This
procedure was then repeated for mean line orientations
of 45, 90 and 135°.
4.3. Results
Fig. 3A–P shows thresholds for all four observers
tested. Thresholds for all four observers and all 16
conditions were analyzed by repeated measures analysis
of variance (ANOVA). Neither grating angle nor line
angle had any significant effect. In particular, there was
no significant difference in detection thresholds when
texture lines were parallel to the grating and when they
were perpendicular to the grating.
5. General discussion
5.1. Orientation-tuned filters for OTD form
Our findings can be explained in terms of a hypothet-
ical double-opponent receptive field (Fig. 12, in [25]).
The net excitation is zero when the excitatory part of
the receptive field is stimulated by short lines of the
preferred orientation, and the inhibitory surround is
simultaneously stimulated by the lines of the same
orientation. If the lines falling on the excitatory region
do not change orientation while the lines falling on the
inhibitory region are slowly rotated, the net excitation
progressively increases. Excitation reaches a maximum
when the lines falling on the inhibitory region are at
right angles to the lines falling on the excitatory region.
Neurons that show this kind of orientation-specific
surround antagonism have been found in cortical area
V1 of the alert macaque monkey [26].
A double-opponent receptive field of the kind just
described would be selectively sensitive to the orienta-
2 To derive the orientation tuning bandwidth of the hypothetical
OTD filter from the postadaptation threshold elevations shown in
Fig. 2 would not be straightforward, and the results would depend on
the assumptions made [30,32,39]. Possible assumptions are that ‘re-
sponse causes fatigue’, that adaptation is the result of long-lasting
inhibition, or that adaptation involves contrast gain control which
changes the operating point to reduce the effect of response satura-
tion [29,31,40,43]. Further to this point, it has been argued that the
bandwidth of a threshold elevation is not necessarily the same as the
bandwidth of a channel, since different channels may determine
threshold before and after adaptation [32]. Tyler et al. [41] have
developed a simulation method, in which the assumptions are explicit,
for deriving filter bandwidths from threshold elevation tuning curves.
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Fig. 3. (A–D) Unadapted grating detection thresholds (ordinate) for 16 combinations of OTD grating orientation and texture line orientation.
Vertical bars show91 S.E. Observer one. (E–H) (I–L) and (M–P) corresponding thresholds for observers two, three, and four, respectively.
tion of OTD form if the centre-surround interaction
was anisotropic or if the receptive field was elongated.
Suppose now that we sum many such receptive fields,
all of which are driven from the same retinal locus, but
prefer different line orientations. A double-opponent
receptive field of this kind will be excited by lines of any
arbitrary orientation u1, provided that the lines that fall
on the excitatory region all have orientation u2, where
u2"u1. This would account for the results of Experi-
ment 2.3
If the receptive field was not sufficiently elongated or
asymmetric in its center-surround inhibition to create
selectivity to the orientation of an OTD bar or grating,
we suppose that the outputs of several such double-op-
ponent receptive fields that lie along a straight line in
retinal co-ordinates are summed. The resulting elon-
gated receptive field will be strongly excited by an
isolated OTD bar or by the bars of the OTD gratings
illustrated in Fig. 1A, C, D, provided that the bar or
bars are matched to the width and orientation of the
excitatory region of the receptive field.4
Our proposed explanation for the findings shown in
Fig. 2 is as follows: (a) the human visual system con-
tains orientation-tuned neural filters that are sensitive
to OTD form; (b) each retinal location is served by
several such filters that prefer different OTD bars of
different orientations.
5.2. Regional binding and ‘boundary detector’ filters
The large orientation-selective double-opponent re-
ceptive fields that, we suppose, detects the 0.48 cd
grating shown in Fig. 1A and the 5.01.4° OTD bar
used in a previous study to measure orientation dis-
crimination threshold [20] achieve image segregation by
4 So far as the orientation selectivity of filters sensitive to lumi-
nance-defined form are concerned, there have been challenges to the
hypothesis that orientation selectivity is created by summing many
near-circular receptive fields so as to build an elongated receptive
field. In the context of luminance-defined form it has been argued
that the receptive fields responsible for orientation selectivity are not
sufficiently elongated to account for the observed selectivity, and
alternative models have been proposed in which spatial summation is
weak, and the major contributor to orientation selectivity is inhibi-
tion [28,42].
3 We owe the basis idea for this hypothetical receptive field for
OTD form to the concept of the ‘complex convexity cell’ that was
proposed by Nakayama and Loomis [34] to account for visual
sensitivity to motion-defined form. Among the many proposed psy-
chophysical models of texture segregation, several incorporated the
idea of a double-opponent receptive field [27,33,38].
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grouping for similarity (‘regional binding’). For exam-
ple, in the case of the bar used in the previous study,
the receptive field would be sensitive to the fact that
line orientation was constant within a 5.01.4° area
and different outside that area. There are, however,
OTD targets that would not be detected by an OTD
filter that was matched to the size of the target. Noth-
durft [19] has provided an illustration of such a target
in the form of a clearly-visible OTD square, and has
pointed out that his square target is rendered visible by
locally-increased orientation contrast gradient across
the boundaries of the target. Such a boundary would be
highlighted by spatially-opponent receptive fields, each
of which had an excitatory region that was much
smaller than the target. Depending on the kind of
lateral interaction within the receptive field, small re-
ceptive fields of this kind translate the orientation con-
trast gradient across a boundary into either a
high-intensity line on a low intensity background (as in
the case of the receptive field illustrated in fig. 12, [25])
or into a low-intensity line on a high-intensity back-
ground (as was illustrated for the double-opponent
receptive field model described by [27]).
5.3. Orientation discrimination for OTD form
Orientation discrimination threshold for an OTD bar
is almost as low as for a luminance-defined bar of
matched spatial sampling (0.6° compared with 0.4°),
and this is considerably less than the orientation-tuning
bandwidths of the threshold elevations in Fig. 2A–C or
the orientation-tuning bandwidth of the most sharply-
selective cortical neurons. A proposed explanation for
this conflict is that orientation discrimination threshold
is determined by the relative activity within a popula-
tion of orientation-tuned filters for OTD form [20].
This idea can be framed in either opponent-process or
line-element format. The receptive field organization
discussed above would also explain why contrast detec-
tion threshold for an OTD grating was the same
whether the mean orientation of the texture lines were
parallel or perpendicular to the grating (Fig. 3A–P,
and why orientation discrimination threshold for an
OTD bar was the same whether the texture lines were
parallel, obliquely-oriented, or perpendicular to the bar
[20]).
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